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Certificate registration number: 36161 537 101

ENp/us lD-No.: HR 001

The certification body TUV NORD Czech, s.r.o. for the ENp/us certification confirms
hereby that the company
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Pilana Mrkopalj d.o.o.
Pilanska 6
51315 Mrkopalj
Croatia
lD No.: 02866820

produces pellets according to the standards for the ENp/us certification and that the product
meets the requirements given in Handbook for the Certification of Wood Pellets for Heating
Purposes (version 3.0, Augusl 2015) issued by European Pellet Council (EPC) and in
EN ISO 17225-2 for wood pellet production and quality.

The certificate is issued by TUV NORD Czech, s.r.o. on the basis of the inspection report No.
5016030/01 and test report No. 1292E12016 and the sarnpling report No. 5016030/01.

The above named company has the right to use the ENpIus trademark for the
following product:

Wood pellets for heating purposes, class A1

lssued on: 2016-11-28
Valid to: 2019-11-27

Brno, 2016-11-28
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TUV NORD Czech, s.r.o. eeskomoravske242}tls CZ - 190 00 Praha 9 www.tuev-nord.cz



v 3170 TUI/NORD
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CHRTI.FIeATE
No. 3170/81023116

of a product: GREEN DRAGON PELLETS
serial type according to the specification: wood pellets,

EN ISO 17225-2, class Al

Manufacturer: Pilana Mrkopalj d.o.o.
lD No.: 02866820

Pilanska 6
51315 Mrkopalj

Croatia

Gertification Body No. 3170, accredited by Czech Accreditation lnstitute (en)
according to GSN EN ISO/IEC 17065:2013

hereby confirms that the company carries out production according to the
standards for the certification and the physical and chemical properties of

the product are in compliance with the requirements provided in the
standard esru EN 1 5234 -2.2011.

Test No. 1292E12016 and sampling reports No. 5016030/01 are attached to this certificate (4
pages) and are an integral part of this certificate.
Product certification order No. 5616032101was carried out in accordance with the Directive S
9.15, based on the certification scheme 6, according to EN ISO/IEC 17067:2014.
The period of validity of the certificate is 3 years from the date of issue.
The certificate expires in case of any technological change, including the change of input raw
materials, which could affect the results of the assessment of the product characteristics.

TUV NORD Czech, s.r.o.
eeskomoiavske242Ans CZ-1gO 00 Praha 9, Czech Republic
Telefon: (00420) 545 'l 1O 120-2, E-mail: laboratore@tuev-nord.cz
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RNDr.
NORD Czech, s.r.o.

Prague, 28.11.2016


